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A model of, n ed

atification inspired by the work or

K.E. Rosengren suggests- a theoretical framework making.tt possible to
identify, measure, and assess the ,componerfts of the need
gratification process with -respect to the mass media. Methods having
cognitive and behavioral components are designed by individuals, to
achieve nabd gratification. Deep gratification occurs when the
behavioral act meets the intrinsic requirements of the method and
when the\metikod gratifies the need. Thlis if a mother perceives that
being a("good mother" includes regulating a child's television
viewing experience, she may gain satisfaction from regulation when
the act meets the requirements Of the method. and the method reduces
the disequilibfium (the need to feel, like a good mother) that
energized the drive. Differences between the -Rosengren model 'and this
one are: this model ircludes "drive" as he physical force; this
model sees "sosiety" and "individual c
Cteristics" as influences
too probibitiore to come within the Um
scope of; the model; and lb,
this model, the organism is understoo to assess the utility or each
method,, and judgments about the success or nonsuccess of method
employment precede the' experie'ne of felt gratifj.cation or.

hongratificatioe. (TJ)
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AUDIENCE METHODS AND GRATIFICATIONS

Building from the social constructi4 vist view, this brief paper
\

propeSes that media.audjetice members create/srPecifiC and sometimes
.

.elaborate practical actions:jnvolVing telet9on-afia other mass media

in orderto gratify particular needs in the context of family lif:tat
hom!...A model which links.audience "methods" to need gratification. is
.

preiented.

,

This model, inspired by the work of Rosengren (-472),^ts

suggested.as a theoretical. framework which makes ft possible to identify

and measure wItn-precision those componen
J.

of. the method-lreating and
,A//
<

method- applying processes,whIch characterize the behavioral dynamics of
concern here.

We know that the links 'between psychOlogicat and socio.

logicaJ'needs7r5eir means, of gratification), and "uses" of the mass
o.

-media (including "cognitiVe plans" and."media 'acts") have not been
theoreti

agreed Upon or em

rioall3;verified (Bluml

194;

Levy; 1977; Kitz, Blumler, and Gurevitch, 1974).

The `model
.

N

discussed belo`provides one approach to assessment ,of the components
4

-

'of the need gratification process where the'mass-media .4re involved.
*

-

..

,

.

.

..

The means by which;basIc human needs are-§ratified is a fundamental
?>6

4icern

_

,

in all of psychology ,1 sociology anidc communication,. 0 What .f

ows
,...

',,
is simply one attempt to account for these prOcesses.as they rel
.

a

.

.

,

particular(area.of study.

'ta

411

The organic concept of need, which can be regarded as physiologiCal,
psychological, sociologAcal, metaphysical or spiritual in nature, serves
At

as a well-founded starting poir for this discussion. -Much of the
early ;research on human need was limited to the'study of physiological

needs since theseconcepts could easily be controlled and measured with
iOnimils in laboratory settings.

the "deficit" conception,o

emerged

suggesting fhat the organism attempts tO.&atify.semething which4shas
.

I-11&r,
higher-order con),

become Lacking in the sy

em .(food,. water).

ceptions of need, such

the well-known Mastow hierarchy,were founded

pn the to(ea that the orga ism also wants sorlie things in the environ-

ment.in order to gratify various needs 1Maslow, 1954)

.

Change, deve10-

) mend improvement, and growth take Place because the organism seeWto;
actualize beyond the mere satiation(gfbodily deficiencies..
The concept of homeostasis, with origins in physiochemistry,.an4

physiology, is the condition of.relative organic stability and constancy
4

and can be considered,-therefore,'iachievement of succeSsful need
gratificati n..

Further, homeostasis is 'a useful concept fdr the "under,

standing of bodily needs, self-regulatory mechanisms, and those primary
'psychological dri'Ves that lead to the development of goalldirected

bgavior" (Young, 1961, p. 310)- The drive, then, is,random activity
41117.
-

1

4

.

which initiates the'physical dy amics of theneed.gratification
process.

In psychological rese50, the"motive gives'direction to,the
.energy df the drive.

The motive 'reguldtes and direCts..behavior as

(the organism) approaches a goal,

d is activated ih some way by ex-

citations from the environment an

M a state of organic /heed"

,

(Young; 1961, p

.

.138). liotives whic
$

4

are reinforced are repeated and

!

the result is an, acquired reural orga iiation.

In order to"exPlain similar behaviors in' more complex social
cTr/

cumstances, however, 4/pore-elaborate

onception of the.m6tive is
',.'

quired:

First, for ur purposes, the c ncept'js betier described
as a

method than as'a-motive.

(

fic tion.

the (Wive enge dem one or many behaviLal

ich. art.* de4i6ned by the indiyid ai', fora achieving
need grati,

In the contemporary vern

termed an "ethnomethod.' These

:km

.

each
of these activities,is
r

pl

Ines.are constructed by the

individual in order to make his or her cont fbutions to
appear reasonable to the sell and to others.

They

veryday scenes
practical actions

which, when successfully undertaken, 'serve:,to gratify
the'needs of the

orgariq'm,many of which are grounded,inthe social
environment.
example may serve to illustrate the point:' A. married.
woman
wifh_ahildren ma

termine that one personal method which could lead

successfully to the gratification of the need for -."belongingness"
is to
properly fulfill the role lof_a)"good mother" or a "good, parent."

In

order toach4exe a perceetion by other family
member . that she is indeed
,

a good` mother, she constructs a variety of 'everyday actilefties
the

successful'completion'of whick, she tielieves, will achieve
this recognition and appreciation.
,-

.

t.

This 'is a purposesful plan of practical action--

v.

the identification, cognitive encodingt and attempted 'performance of a
set of behaviors whiGh she belsieves will help meet. the.requiremepts of

the role.

Notice that th,is Strategy (the method) has .a cognitive as well
*

4-1

as a, behav,ioral compopent.

The 'individual prescribes h general tactic

(being perceived as a "good .mother ") and a facilitative ariLay of obs)ervable behgriors, (in Ojos case a "media act" which will be described

shortly) in order to fi d a means toaultimately gratify the need for
interpersoNal belbngingness.

When an individpial- determines to construct a particular method, a

survey of environmentaresources of potential value for the successful
carrying out of the method is made.

Television and
.other mass media,
J

acceslible fixtures in most homes, beconie _candidates for- u,se.

The

affinity. for television by children, further heightens the potential use-

'fulness of thi medium as a resourceLfsm the demonstration of role compe,tency

in this case:. Children's -telgvision viewing, a parentally-

leable activity, canobserved, eyaluated, judged, and acted upon
by the mother in a .manner which evidences to herself, her husband, and

het-children that she is fulfilling the consensually-understood obli-

gations of the rqle correctly.
,perience is

.

legulation of the child's viewing ex-

"media, act," selected fr

host
ost of environmental possi-

---

bilities by the mother as a specific behavior deemed by her as likely

to be facilitative in the "doing" of proper role performance.

The media

act is one observable man +festation of the method employed by the person,

in order.to

ultimately

..., iv
meet the demands of theAarger objective.
,,

,

i

,

When an indtyidual believes that engaging in a Tedia act has satis-

feed the planned requirement's 'of: the .method, some degrEe of satisfaction
\..)

.

will be .experienced by the person.

.

.541

4,..

This, pleasant sensation is caused by

I
the individual's belief fhat_the behavior (media act or other'ectivity)
,

has satisfied the cognitive 'requirements of the method.

Consequently,

the person, may also experience gratification of the basic need, therebc

temporarily reducing the, tension which energized the drive in the first
place or giving meaning to ;some opportunity for, human growth.

But,

this profound need gratification only occurs when: the person finds the

method itself satisfactOry.
So, deep grattfication of need occurs ih.two stages:

First, the

behavioral act must have met the intrinsic requirements of the method.
Second, the method itself must be suffiliient to,redt& the dtsequili)

tfriummhich energized the drive, thereby gratifying the 'need.
.

Here is another example:
need for "self-esteem."

.

VS'

-

An individual detires tOArattfy the

The method.deemed appropriate and.practical by

the persOn:for gratification iSto,becOme an expere-dh-some worldly topi
thereby quilifying

self-as a worthy individual who has,aCcess,to

'important, useful, or desirable information.

The planned, cognitive

.

dimension of the method is to quelify as an infokmatiOnatexpert.

MediA

acts to be pe?formed in order to attempt to achieve the objective are
,

.

(1) stlbscribiyigtospecialty magazines, (2) view* selected television programs which consider the topic, etc.

To the degree

the undertaking
the

of these particular media acts is thought to successfully facilitate
the requirements of the method, we can say that the first level of
satisfactionitas,been -reached.

Gratification of tte need for self-esteem
11/P-

will occur only if the method, succes fully corldUcted, is then regarded

4
by the person as iufficlent to r
'Figure 1 summarizes the rel
here.

uce psychological tension.

.

ionship of the concepts. discussed'

A.natural and organic relationship exists between essent4al needs,

however defined, and the drives ')Qich serve to energize the organism in
search of need gratification.
.

The direction this energy takes is'

k

molded by the' construction of particular task-orientetethnomethods:
These methods are compeised of 'a general cognitive strategy foi- the

accomplishment of the objective and a' repertoire of behavioral acts,
.

sometimes involviml the mass media, which are thought to be facilitative
of the 'objective.
,

The requirements of the method are met when the pre,)

scribed slieciffc.behaviors (regulation of the telfviston set; the
accumulation of useful, opinion-leader information) are accomplished
u

satisfactorily.

'

When this is done, the adequLy of the method (being

.0'"good mother";.becoming an. opini nlea e

fundamental reluirements o

is tested against

he

the or*antirsuccessful need gra ificatiom

It should be pointed out t at some individuals may employ the mats media,
'especially televitiod", to only vicariously achieve need gratification

through identification with or recognition of favored prograil characters
(Noble, 1975).

The visualized paradigm advanced by Bosengren (1972)1nvolves many
of the.same concerns discussed here.
Rosengren's model is presented belbw:

8,

For convenience of the reader,

4
.

There are some differrces i n the-two Mdels.

botti j

'Rosengren and.I begin with'"basic needs," my model includes "drive" as
'the.phlysiCal force which energizes the need gratification process.

,

Rosengren's model takes perceived problems/and perceived solutions as
the second aspect of this behavidr:

He ascribes "motives" to the audiepce
%.

member which impel "media" or "othe;-" behavior.

Theiebehaviorsthen

lead to gratification or non-gratification of the basic need.
-

2

Ro eng061

7

model also includes "society" and "individual characteristics" as
.

which impinge ugon all stages of the need gratification prOcess.

influences are liotpiesented,in the model which 6have 4proposed.

Of course,

I believe that these internal and external factbrs do contribute to th3
process, but.identifyirfg.the various sourtes of influence subsumed undar
(

-these headi)gs seems prohibitive gixen\the limited scope of tti' model.,

One important diStinction bfitween

ese two models. is the concept

of tmethod "" arid _the. feedback system whith

nforms i ndi vi dual
.

.

members about :the . success ( "s ti sfactiOn" ) of the Methods which are
.

empl oyed.

Rogengreni.s. "percei ed problems" and Rperdei ved sol

together with "motilves" seems to lake into account .the :essential t
nitive state which -I describe as a "method.,"

The
Th

I make

thai

.

the .organism asses thIc utility of each/method' and that judgments about
the success or non-success of method eMployment precedes' the experience
of felt -gratification or non-gratification.

CONCLUSION
One purpose of < this writing was to offer an approach for ciari-

ficition of the concepts which" characterize the traditional uses andgiati fications perspective

perhaps, be
of the chaoi.

The terms "uses" and " functions" should,

used more precisely in future wq'rk in order to' reprove some
"Uses " whi

is generally though

to be the equivalent of
,

what is termed "methods" her pin

at beep a' confusing label because it is

'sometimes understandably mistaken as,a reference to. disereet media e(_,

periences (media acts).

"Functions'," which cah also

erve as a

descriptbr for meihOds, were off inally, posited ps attributes of media._',c_
systems themselves (Wright, 1974; Wright., 1960).

When,one,says that the

a "function' to serve or Osserve sodiety in various ways, a confounding change in reference to the direction of effects is introduced.
With ethhOgraphic and in.rledyth survey techniques it' is -possible to.

determine what methods are constructed and employed by what People in
order, to gratify their needs:. The researcher can further investigate
the media acts .(and: other behaviors) used by individuals in o (rde'r to

10

l'.,the demands -of,

fieriMetholis they 'employ in the corT:i_trUctiohro

theiii:soCial realities. 'The degree-of .success attained by-use of
media-oriented .methods :and their non-media related competitors for need:

The-MoOel presented,h00

offere

the spirit of clarification add

encOuragement of future:Wor'k in the "uses and gratifications" or "methods
g

and.gratificationsq paradigm,

.

of theory' in- uses ad gratifications studies,
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